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In this paper we present the sufficient condition of the existence of 
evasion strategy in the game with n pursuers on the plane, when the simple 
motion case is considered. The method used in the article is analogous to 
that from the paper [3]. Nevertheless, our assumptions (other game, dif- 
ferent sets of controls for different pursuers) require in some places com- 
pletely different treatment, especially in the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
For a, b E R2, let (a, h) denote the Euclidean scalar product, /I a 11 = 
(a, a ) ‘;2, and if r E (0, co) then 
K(O,r)= {acR2: //all <r}. 
Moreover, let us assume that for any sets A and B 
A-B={x~A:x&il}. 
Next, by Comp(tR’) we denote the family of all non-empty and compact 
subsets of R*, and for A E Comp( R’) we denote by conv A the closed, con- 
vex hull of A. Let us fix any U, Vi E Comp(R2), i = 1, 2 ,..., n, and assume 
that 
Let 
U-conv V,c ti-conv Vi+,, i = 1, 2, . . . . n - 1 
s= {cda2: IIc(I/ = I}. 
Furthermore, we assume that, for each i= 1,2,..., n, the set 
S:={aES:ml:rm; (u-u,a)>O) 
is a connected arc with length I S,? 1 > n. 
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Let us choose any set 
U, E Comp( U-conv V, ). 
Let us fix any i = 1, 2,..., IZ. Next, let us assume that we have already defined 
the set 
Ii, , E Comp( U-conv V,). (1.1) 
Let us define the function pi: Ui , + 2,’ in the following way: fl E b;(u) if 
and only if 
min (u-u,fl)=maxmin (u-~,a). 
I‘F L’, 7 t s ,,t v, 
Let us notice that each set fli(u) is non-empty and the function bi is upper 
semicontinuous (it has the compact plot). In view of ( 1.1) there exists d, > 0 
such that 
min (u-v,p)ad,, UE u, I> fl4w. (1.2) 
L’ t I’, 
Hence 
B,(u) c ST, LlEU,-,. 
Let us assume that [,: U,+ , -+ S is any fixed selector of the function pi, i.e., 
it is a function such that 
B,t”) E Bit")3 UE u,- ( 
Let E, , be the set of all such (u, /?) E Ii, , x S that 
~PJo4 
for all p^ E fii(u). 
Let us define the function y,: .5-- 1 -+ 2’ as following. Let us choose any 
(“y p) E zi- 1. If /3 E S,* then /3 and p,(u) may be connected by an arc which 
is contained in Sy, because pi(u) E ST. Moreover, (/3, fii(u) ) < 0 so on this 
arc there exists p’ E S,+ such that (b, /I’ ) = 0. Let us fix this fi’. If fl P S,? 
then there exists at least one p’ E S,+ such that (/?, /?’ ) = 0 and the length 
on circle between 8’ and the boundary of ST is not less than (I ST 1 - x)/2. 
Let us fix this 8’. In both these cases let us assume as yi(u, /I) the shorter of 
arcs joining 8’ and b,(u). 
Now, let 
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where the vinculum denotes the closure of set. Let us assume 
ci = min (di, t min max min (u - u, a)} 
OL Es, “E u L, t v, 
and 
U,={u~U:thereexistsa~S~such thatn$(u-u,a)ac,}. 
The number d, is positive, and because Si is compact and Sic ST so also 
minmaxmin (u-v,a)>O, 
acs, utu vtv, 
thus ci > 0. Next, let us fix any u E Ui I . In view of the definition of d,, for 
a E PiC”) 
min (u-v,a)>d,bc,, 
I’ E v, 
so UE Ui as a E B,(u) c S;. It denotes that U,+, c U,. From the definition of 
the set Ui it follows that Ui c U - conv V,c U - conv V,, , , and because 
Iii is non-empty and closed 
Ujm, c UiEComp(U-conv V,+,). 
In this way we have obtained sequences U,, i= 0, l,..., n, and c,, 
i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
For any set A E Comp(R’) we denote by 11 A // the number 
max{ IIaI/ : SEA}, and by Cant(A) the set of all measurable functions 
u’: [0, co) + A. We identify elements of the set A with constant functions 
from Cant(A). For TV [O, co), i= 1, 2 ,..., n; u E Cont( U), v, E Cont( V,), and 
a, biE R2 we assume 
x[t, a, u](s) = a + j’ u(z) dz, 
I 
y,[t, hi, oil(s) = hi+ j’ v,(t) d7. 
I 
Next, for t E [0, co), i= 1, 2 ,..., n, and a, bi E R2, let 
xdl, a) = XC4 4 Cont(U,)l, 
X,(l, a) = x[t, a, Cont( U,)], 
and 
Y,(t, bi) =y,[t, b,, Cont( V,)]. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. For any t E [0, co) and a, bie lR*, i= 1, 2 ,..., n, we say 
that a function e: Y,(t,b,)x ... x Y,(t, b,) -+ X,(t, a) is a strategy of the 
player E (evader) in the game (X,, Y ,,..., Y,, a, b, ,..., b,, t) against n pur- 
suers P ,,..., P,, when 
(SE) for any ye Y,(t, b,)x ... x Y,,(t, h,) there exists a closed, well- 
ordered set C c [t, cc ) such that min C = t, sup C = co, and such that for 
any CGC and jj~Y,(t,br)x ... x Y,(t,b,,), if JICI.~.,=yICr,~, then 
e(~)lCr,c’l=e(y)lcr,c’l~ where c’=min{sEC:c<S}. 
We shall denote the set of all such strategies by E(X,, Y, ,..., Y,, a, h, ,..., 
b,, t). Furthermore, we say that the set C from the condition (SE) is deter- 
mined by e and y. Analogously we define a strategy e,: Y,(t, b,) -+ Xi(t, a) of 
the player Ein the game (X,, Y,, a, hi, t) against the ith pursuer Pi, the set 
of strategies E,(X,, Y,, a, b;, f), and a set C, determined by e, and any 
trajectory yje Y,(t, hi). We say that eE E(X,,, Y ,,..., Y,,, a, b ,,..., h,, t) wins 
in the game (X,, Y, ,..., Y,, a, h, ,..., h,, t), if for each 3: = (y, ,..., y,) E 
Y,(t, b,)x ... x Y,(r, b,) and x = e( v) 
-4.7) z Y,(S), 
for all s E [t, co) and i = 1, 2 ,..., n. If there exists e E E(X,, Y, ,..., Y,, u, h, ,..., 
b,, t) which wins in the game (X,, Y, ,..., Y,,, a, b, ,..., b,, t) then we also say 
that the player E wins in this game. Similarly, e, E Ei(X,, Y,, a, b,, t) wins in 
the game (X,, Y,, a, b,, t) if for any .V,E Y;(t, hi) and x =e,(y,) we have 
x(s) ZYi(s)3 
for all SE [t, co). As above, if there exists e,E EJX,, Yi, a, b,, t) winning in 
the game (Xi, Y,, a, b,, t), we say that the player E wins in this game. 
We do not adduce definitions of strategies and winning strategies for the 
players P, because these notions will not explicitly appear in our further 
considerations. They may be particularly described, for example, as in the 
paper C31. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let us fix any i= 1, 2 ,..., n and assume that 
f:[o,~)xR2xR2+X,([0,m),R2) und 6: [0, co)xR2xR2+(0, co) 
satisfy the following conditions: 
f(t,u,b)EX,(t,u), forall(t,a,b)~[O,cO)~lR~~R~, 
and 
inf{b(t,u,b): (&a, b)E[O, co)xR2xR2}~0. 
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Then, for any (t, a, b) E [0, 00 ) x R2 x R2 one can find the unique strategy 
e E E,(X,, Yi, a, b, t) such that for each y E Y,(t, b) there exists the set C 
determined by e and y, for which, if c E C and c’ = min {s E C: c < s}, then 
and 
c’= c+&c, e(y)(c), Y(C)) 
e(y)(s) =.f(c, e(y)(c), Y(c))(s)~ s E [c, c’]. 
The proof may be easily carried out by induction. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let us denote the strategy e from the Proposition 1.1 
by IX 4 a, b, tl. 
DEFINITION 1.3. For i= 1, 2 ,..., n and y: [t, m)x R2x R2 --+ (0, co) we 
say that a strategy [g, 6, a, b, t] E E,(X,, Yi, a, b, t) is p-closed to 
C.L 6, a, b, rl, if 
II g(iti, b)(s) -.f’(iG, h)(s)11 < p(ii& b), 
for all (i&h)~[t, co)xR”xR’and SE[~, i+@t,cl,h)]. 
DEFINITION 1.4. We say that a strategy [f; 6, a, b, t] E E,(X,, Y,, a, 6, t) 
satisfies a condition (K) with the liberty of movement p, if all strategies 
[g, 6, a, 6, t] p-closed to [f; 6, a, b, t] satisfy the condition (K). 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let x E X0(& u) and E, TE (0, o ) be fixed. We say that 
eE E(X,, Y ,,..., Y,, a, b, ,..., b,, t) wins in the game (A’,, Y,, . . . . 
Y,, u, b, ,..., b,, t) in the neighbourhood E of the trajectory x on the interval 
[t, t + T], if 
e(y)(s) #Ye and lie(y)(s)--x(s)ll de9 
for all y=(y ,,..., y,)~Y,(t,b,)x ... x Y,,(t,b,), s~[t,t+T]. 
DEFINITION 1.6. We say that the player E wins in the game 
(A’,, Y,,..., Y,) along each trajectory from X,([O, co), R*), if for any 
tE [0, co), a, b,eR*, a#bi, i= 1, 2 ,..., n, for each x~X~(t,u), and for all E, 
TE (0, co) there exists eE E(X,,, Y, ,..., Y,,, a, b, ,..., h,, t) which wins in the 
neighbourhood F of the trajectory x on the interval [t, t + T]. 
DEFINITION 1.7. For any i = 1, 2,..., n we say that the player E wins 
easily along each trajectory from ,I’+ ,( [0, co), R*) in the game (X,, Y,), if 
for any E, TE (0, co) there exists a function p: [0, co) x R* x iR2 + (0, co) 
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such that for all (t, a, 6) E [O, co) x R2 x Iw’, for which a # b, and for all 
x E Xi- I(t, a) there exists a strategy [f; 6, a, b, t] E E,(X,, Y,, a, b, t) which 
wins (analogously as in the Definition 1.5) in the neighbourhood E of the 
trajectory x on the interval [t, t + T], with the liberty of movement p. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
LEMMA 2.1. For all tE [O, m), i= 1, 2 ,.,., n; a, bieR2, xEXi(t,a), 
yi E Y,(t, bi), and s E [t, co ) the inequalities 
II x(s) - a II G II ui II ts - t)5 
II Y,(S) - hi II G II K II (3 - t) 
hold. 
LEMMA 2.2. For all t E [0, cc ), a, cl E I%*, u E U, and s E [t, cc ) we have 
IIxC~,~~~l~~~-~C~,~,~l~~~ll=II~-~II. 
Now, let for i= 1, 2 ,.,., n and UE Uim , 
Mi(u) = ((t, a, b) E [0, co) x R* x R2: there 
exists flop, such that (a-b,fi)>O}. 
LEMMA 2.3. For any i = 1, 2 ,..., n and u E U, _, if (t, a, hi) E Mi(u) then 
for all y, E Yi(t, b,) and s E [It, m). 
Proof: Let us fix any i = 1, 2 ,..., n; u E Ui_, , and “assume that 
(t, a, bi)E Mi(u) and y,~ Y,(t, bi). Then there exist p E /I;(u) and 
v E Cont( V,) such that 
(a-b;,/%0 and .Yj=yjCt, bi, vl. 
Thus, in view of (1.2) we have 
IIxCC a, ul(S)-Yi(S)ll Z <XC6 a, u](s) -y;Ct, b;, VI(S), B> 
=(a-bi,/i)+~s(~-u(~),P^)d~~di(~-t), 
, 
for SE It, co). 
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LEMMA 2.4. For any i= 1, 2 ,..., n and h E (0, co) there exists de (0, 00) 
such that for u E Ui- , and (t, a, bi) cf Mi(u), (1 a - bi /I 6 d, there exist 
h* E (0, h] and x* E X,( t, a) for which if yi E Yi( t, b;) then 
(t + h*, x*(t + h*), y;(t + h*)) E MJu). 
Proof: Let us take any i = 1,2 ,..., n and h E (0, cc ). Let 
L; = II ut II + II vi II + c, 
and 
d = L,h exp( -27cL,/ci). 
Next, we fix any u E Ui , and (t, a, b;) rr! Mi(u) such that II a - hi I/ < d. Let 
B = (a - bi)/ll a - h, II. 
From the definition of the set Mi(u) it follows that (u, /I) E Zip,. We 
associate, according to the definition of yi(u, b), the vector 6’ with (u, /I), 
and for all s E [t, GO ) we assume that 
B(s) = [h, + (s - t) conv( V, + K(0, c;))], 
where both plus signs denote the algebraic sum. For any s E [t, co) and 
a* E R* - B(s), let a(~, a*) E S, B*(s, a*) c B(s), and f(s, a*) E Ui be such 
that for each 6~ B*(s, a*) 
(1”) (6-a*, a(s, a*)) = maxhG BC,sI (h-a*, M(S, a*)) = 0, 
(2”) the pair of vectors (a* - 6, c((s, a*)) has the same orientation as 
the pair (A b”), 
(3”) (f(s, a*), 4.h a*)> =maxfi.., (G, c((s, a*)>. 
Besides, let us assume that 
A = {(s, a*) E [t, co) x W: a* If B(s), CI(S, a*) E yi(u, p)} 
and 
z = d/L,. 
Now, we shall define x* EX,(?, a). Obviously, let x*(r) =a. If for any 
k E (0, l,...} and sk = t + kz the trajectory x* has been already defined on 
the interval [t, sk] then we assume that 
x*(s) = x*(sk) -+f(SkT x*(sk))(s - Sk), s E csk, sk + 111 
for (sk, x*(s~))EA, whereas in the opposite case ((sk, x*(sk)) & A) we 
extend x* on the interval [s,, co) in any way such that x* E Xi(t, a). 
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For SE [t, og) such that (s, x*(s))E A let yap B*(s, x*(s)) satisfy the 
condition 
II Y’(S) - x*b)ll = min )I b - .x*(s)ll. 
heB’(s.r*(.\)) 
Let us notice that, if SE [t, 0~) and (s, x*(s))EA then 
II x*(s) - y*(s)11 s II (I - b, 1) + L,(s - I) d d+ L,(s - t). 
Let us also assume that 0(s), for s E [I, co), (s, x*(s))E A, is an angle 
between the vectors u-h, and x*(s) -J*(S), calculated in the positive 
direction determined by the orientation of the pair of vectors (j?, 8’). Let 
us fix any k* o N such that for all kc (0, I,... }, k <k*, 
Then, for each k E (0, l,... }, k < k*, from the condition 
(fbk9 x*(s,)), abk , -v*(sk))) =yr (4 ah, x*(s~))) 
3 max (t’, a(sk, x*(sk))) + c, 
o E V, + K(0.c ,) 
it follows that 
and 
Qsk + ,I - Nsk 12 sin(O(s, , ,) - O(S,)) 
>c,r/(lla-h,ll+L;(k+ 1)~) 
aCit/(d+ L,(k + 1) r)= c,/(L,(k + 2)) 
x*(s) k?i B(s), SE [Sk. SA, 11. 
(2.1) 
Using (2.1) one can prove by induction that 
6(s,++ In( 1 + k*), 
, 
(2.2) 
moreover we have 
x*(s) 6 B(s), SE [f, Sk.]. (2.3) 
The right side of the inequality (2.2) infinitely increases when k* tends to 
the infinity. Let us fix least k* E N such that 
(Sk. 9 x*(sk.)) 4 A. 
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There exists h* E (0, sk. - t], for which (t f h*, x*(t + h*)) belongs to the 
boundary of the set A. In view of (2.3) it denotes that 
(t+h*,x*(t+h*),y,(t+h*))EMi(u), 
for any y, E Y,(t, b,). Let us also notice that 
Hence 
which ends the proof. 
Remark 2.1. An employment of the trajectory x* from the above 
lemma is a “manoeuvre of evasion” of the single pursuer. The manoeuvre 
has to be different from that discussed in the example of Chernousko 
[ 1, Chap. 83, because of weaker assumptions. 
LEMMA 2.5. There exists an increasing function ~7: [0, co ) -+ [0, co) 
satisfying the inequality c?(r) < r, r E [0, oo), and such that ,for any u E U,~ , 
and (t,a,b,)~[O,~)~lR~~iW~-M~(u) one can .find x’~X(t,a) which 
satisfies the inequality 
II x0(s) -Y;(S)ll a f3 II fJ - hi II 13 
for all yi E Yi( t, bi) and s E [t, cc). 
Proof: Let 
f?(r) = (ci/(ci + Li))’ r, rE [0, ~0). 
We take any u E Uj-, and (t, a, b,) sf M;(u). Let x* and h* be the same as 
in the proof of Lemma 2.4. Let 
x0(s) = 
x*(s), SE [t, t+h*], 
x[t + h*, x*(t + h*), u](s), SE [r+h*, a). 
From the definition of B(s) and from the formula (2.3), it follows that for 
any Yie Yi(f, b,) 
II xo(s) -Yi(s)ll 2 ci(s - I)> SE [t, t+h*]. 
On the other hand 
II x0(s) -Y;(S)11 2 II a - hi II - us - t), s E C4 cc ), 
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so for SE [t, t+h*] 
II xo(s) -YAs)ll 2 Cc;/tci + L~))II a - bi II 2 6( II a - hi II ). 
The point (t + h*, x*(t + A*)) belongs to the boundary of the set A, so 
(X”(t+h*)-yi(t+h*),&4))~o. 
Then, on the basis of (1.2), we have 
llxo(s)-Yi(s)ll 2 (xo(s)-.Yi(s)9 fljt”)> 
= (XO(t+h*)-y,(t+h*), P;(u)) 
+ J’v (u-y:(a), &4))da>d,(s-t-h*) 
r+h* 
>ci(s-t-h*), SE [t+h*, co), 
and analogously as previously 
a e:( II a - hi II ), SE [t+h*, co). 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.1. When all assumptions discussed up to here are made, the 
player E wins easily along each trajectory from X,+ ,( [0, CD), R*) in the 
game (Xi, Yi). 
Sketch ofproof: Using the above lemmas, one can prove the theorem 
by means of the notions and methods analogous to those applied in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 from the paper [3]. Let us notice that the methods 
from the paper [3] allow us to prove the possibility of winning with a 
suitable liberty of movement p, with the derivatives of evader’s trajectories 
lying in the set Ui, but only along arbitrary trajectory having the form 
a + ut, u E lJ_ , . In order to end the proof one should take the possibility 
of approximation of any trajectory whose derivatives lie in .!J- , by means 
of broken lines having the same property. 
Similarly as Corollary 2.1 from the paper [3] the following conclusion 
may be proven. 
COROLLARY 2.1. For assumptions discussed above, the player E wins in 
the game (X,, Y, ,..., Y,) along each trajectory from X0( [0, co), R2). 
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3. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let U*, Vi E Comp(R*), i= 1,2 ,..., n. Let us assume that 
there exists a* E R* such that each Vi is contained in the interior of the set 
Vo = conv( {a*} u U*). 
Let us take as the set U the set of all extremal points of the set I?, except 
for the point a* if a* E conv U*. Then the assumptions of Corollary 2.1 are 
fulfilled. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. In particular, the assumptions from the previous example 
are satisfied when there exists ci E R* such that for all i= 1, 2,..., n the set 
r2 + V, is contained in the interior of the set conv U*. See also the papers 
C4-61. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let U* = { (1, 0), (0, l)}, Vi = {h E R* : /I h 11 < ri}, 
Y,E [O, J92), i= 1, 2 )..., n. This example may also be easily reduced to 
Example 3.1, but it is not a special case of Example 3.2. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let U, V, 6 Comp(lR*), i= 1, 2 ,..., n, and 
Unconv Vi=@, i = 2, 3 ,..., n. 
If ST, i= 1,2 ,..., n, are the same as at the beginning of the paper then the 
assumptions of Corollary 2.1 are satisfied. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. In particular, in the previous example one can assume 
that U is the unit circumference, Vi are any (not necessarily disjoint) circles 
with radii smaller than unity, and at most one of the circles has common 
points with U. The results from the paper [Z] cannot be used for this 
example. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. See Fig. 1. 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let U be the unit circumference, V, be the set of all vec- 
tors u E R2 such that 
and for i = 2, 3,..., n, let Vi be the set of all vectors u E R2 such that 
(1 -ip2)“2 Ilull d <u,(l, O))G Ilull, (u, (0, 1) > 2 0, 0 G II u II < i. 
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FIG. I. Control sets to the Example 3.6 
The assumptions of Corollary 2.1 are fulfilled. Let us notice that in this 
example 
a# U-conv V,# U-cow V,+I, i = 1) 2 )...) n - 1, 
and the sets V, cannot be replaced by their union. 
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